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How to Use MVC
(Amplitude Normalization)
EMG data can vary greatly based on external conditions such as electrode placement, skin
impedance, difference between subjects, and even the difference from day to day muscle activation.
In order to account for these the data can be normalized to a reference value. Commonly used for
this reference value is the maximum voluntary contraction (MVC) of a specific muscle (each muscle
being measured will need to perform its own maximum contraction within the same record). There
are two ways to process the signal using MVC: online processing (real-time) and post processing.
Instructions for utilizing both these methods are listed below:
Note: It is recommended that Smoothing and Rectification processing is also applied to the signal
when using amplitude normalization
Online Processing:
Online processing will display the EMG signals as a % of the MVC record and is only available with
myoMUSCLE Master. To utilize real-time processing follow the steps below:
Enter the measurement configuration and open Online Processing (located in the Measurement
Options menu)

Highlight the Amplitude Normalization option, hit the Insert button.

Note: The Window and Amplitude settings will default to those above, but these can be changed
according to the needs of the user.
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Finish setting up the measurement configuration appropriately. Then hit the Measure button to start
the sensors.

Once in the Measure tab, hit the Make MVC button, located in the Actions tool bar.

Hit Record to begin the MVC test and Stop when the MVC test is over.

Save the record appropriately, once the record is saved it will be displayed with the area used for the
MVC highlighted in blue and the percentage.

Hit the Measure tab to continue with the same subject. All subsequent records measured with this
configuration will normalize to the last MVC record created. For this reason it is crucial to follow the
steps above every time a new subject or new trial are being conducted.
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Post Processing:
Post processing is normalization that occurs after the record has been saved. In order to utilize MVC
via post-processing it is necessary to have the user perform a maximum contraction or create a
separate MVC record. For post processing MVC:
Open the record to be edited and open the Signal Processing (in the right side tool bar).

Highlight the Amplitude Normalization option, hit the Insert button.

There are multiple options for normalization available, choose the best one as described below:
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Manual Value – the user enters a value that all selected channels will be normalized



Peak Value – values will be normalized to the peak value within the record, this may be used
if a maximum contraction was performed in this recording



Mean Value – normalization method the amplitude mean value is calculated for each
channel and taken as a reference value for the normalization
Note: This type of normalization is often used in gait analysis where time normalized EMG
patterns are amplitude normalized again, each to its own mean value



MVC Stack – loads the current MVC values from the stack
Note: Normalizing to Peak value creates MVC values, normalizing to MVC Stack loads MVC
values for the normalization of other records (of the same subject).
When amplitude based normalization is loaded to the signal processing pipeline the storing
dialog after processing will prompt you to save MVC data to the MVC stack (Update MVC
stack). Confirm this dialog with Yes to make these MVC values available for the trial records
and the amplitude normalization mode normalized “To MVC Stack”.



Values from other records – accesses normalization values found or applied from another
selected record
Note: Only records from the same subject are listed. Typically this is the MVC trial of one
subject, which is used to calculate/find the MVC values within the maximum contraction
series. If you choose a record that was not normalized by any method, this operation cannot
be performed.

Select OK when processing is complete.

When amplitude normalization is successfully applied, the values will be displayed as a percentage
of the MVC with the value the record is normalized to in parentheses and the percentage value at
the location of the cursor to the right of the parentheses.

Note: For post-processing each record must be processed individually, there is no way to process
multiple records all at once.

